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*196 I. Introduction 

Through no fault of its own, the federal government is being left behind. High technology is the driving force behind 
America’s sustained economic growth, and companies that specialize in high tech are increasingly global in both scope and 
reach. U.S. markets are growing at near-exponential rates; new economies are opening to American goods under the 
influence of free-trade groups like the World Trade Organization; even with the downturn, inventive activity in places like 
Silicon Valley and the Dulles Corridor proceeds at a feverish clip. Where government contracts were once the driving force 



 

 

behind many of our cutting-edge technologies (including, notably, the internet), the Department of Defense and other 
research-intensive government agencies (NASA, the Department of Energy, etc.) face a shrinking contractor community and 
a continuing inability to entice new and growing technology companies to bid for defense and research-oriented government 
work.1 
  
This is not to say that the Government is not a promising target for off-the-shelf products or for internet services: 
“E-government is the next hot opportunity for e-commerce solution providers, with newcomers vying to give established 
Beltway players a run for Uncle Sam’s money.”2 The Government’s demand is growing as well: “The market for 
business-to-government e-commerce solutions will reach $6.2 billion by 2005, up from a projected $1.5 billion this year,”3 
while the overall demands of the Department of Defense are now projected to reach $500 billion by 2005.4 In addition, the 
Government’s, and more specifically the Department of Defense’s, need to build new weapons systems remains intact--and 
indeed has expanded substantially since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001.5 There is also a growing need to find 
ways to maintain existing “legacy” *197 systems and to lower overall ownership costs for both new and existing systems. 
But the government-contractor community is shrinking. For this reason, the Department of Defense is increasingly turning to 
the commercial contracting community to find solutions to these problems.6 
  
At the same time, high-technology companies are no longer able to rely on purely commercial revenue streams to remain 
viable. Specifically, smaller high-technology companies are discovering that venture capital goes only so far in supplying 
sufficient resources to develop cutting edge technologies. Moreover, larger high-technology companies that previously relied 
almost exclusively on non-government customers are finding it increasingly difficult to remain viable as their customer base 
shrinks in a tighter economy. As such, traditional high-tech companies are looking to non-traditional means of developing 
tomorrow’s technologies.7 
  
What is to be done? The answer lies in the laws governing intellectual property. 
  
Intellectual property law rests on the fundamental assumption that strong property rights encourage maximum exploitation of 
resources. “Lease a man a garden, and in time he will leave you a patch of sand. Make a man a full owner of a patch of sand 
and he will grow there a garden on the sand.”8 The concept of limited exclusivity as a spur to invention has long historical 
precedents. The Greek colony of Sybaris granted exclusive rights to inventions as early as 500 B.C.,9 and a 1474 law 
provided for patent rights in Republican Venice.10 The Founding Fathers granted Congress the power “To promote the 
Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the exclusive Right to their 
respective Writings and Discoveries,”11 and implemented this authority with the original Patent Act in 1790.12 Abraham 
Lincoln, himself a patentee, observed in 1859 that “[t]he patent system added the fuel of interest to the fire of genius.”13 
  
*198 The federal government has a variety of statutes aimed at encouraging inventive activity by protecting intellectual 
property rights. Artistic works (and, perhaps anomalously, computer software) are protected by copyright laws.14 Trademarks 
are protected by the Lanham Act.15 “True” inventions are protected by patent law,16 and lesser innovations enjoy a patchwork 
of protections: the Design Patent Act,17 the Plant Patent Act,18 the Boat Hull Vessel Design Act,19 the Mask Works Act,20 and 
so on. Research and development is generally tax-deductible, and government grants fund the lion’s share of basic research in 
the United States.21 
  
The Government consumes an extraordinary amount of intellectual property--in weapons systems, computer software, health 
care research by the Veterans’ Administration and the National Institutes of Health, and the like. It is a much more flexible 
business partner than most companies think, yet it is unable to entice the best private companies into government contracts. 
Part of the problem is that published government policies and pronouncements throughout the developed world are 
schizophrenic when it comes to intellectual property rights. Though many statutes here and abroad encourage innovation and 
fairly distribute patent rights, those same governments endorse ideas that are deeply inimical to the entire idea of intellectual 
property.22 According to the United Nations, “[t]he relentless march of intellectual property rights needs to be stopped and 
questioned.”23 Small wonder, then, that technology companies are wary of offering their technologies to the State. 
  
The United States Government, in particular, has a strong incentive to encourage inventive activity and to actively seek 
private contractors from which to buy new technologies. Such technologies maintain American military and economic 
supremacy in an increasingly fragmented world.24 It is fairly clear that the United States does not, as a matter of governmental 
policy, endorse the idea that *199 intellectual property is a threat. In light of the Government’s difficulty in attracting high 
technology partners, however, current policies may not go far enough. 
  



 

 

This paper surveys the history of intellectual property in government contracts and discusses the important differences 
between private-sector and government approaches to intellectual property rights. We conclude that the Department of 
Defense’s current “Other Transactions” authority, which allows the Government to negotiate with private sector companies 
on an equal footing and without the interference of complex procurement regulations, should be extended to other phases of 
procurement with the Department of Defense, applied more broadly to the rest of the government, and promoted as a new 
contracting model for Twenty-First Century partnerships between government and industry. 
  

II. Government-Developed Intellectual Property and Technology Transfer Policies 

A. Government as Developer of Intellectual Property Rights 

The Government is a major developer of high technology. In-house government scientists regularly generate new techniques 
or processes, and government-funded contracts commonly result in protectable inventions.25 Since the 1980s, the Government 
has actively sought to transfer technologies developed in the course of government contracts to the private sector.26 Promoting 
“the commercialization and public availability of inventions made in the United States by United States industry and labor” is 
an explicit goal of Government technology procurement.27 
  
*200 The original impetus for these “technology transfer” efforts was the perceived competitive advantages enjoyed in the 
1970s by Japanese and, to a lesser extent, German companies.28 (The same concerns led to the creation of the Federal 
Circuit.29) In both countries, governments play an active role in funding technological development. Experience now shows 
that the Japanese and German government-industrial models are less supple and less efficient than the market-oriented 
American system.30 Nevertheless, the impulse to commercialize government inventions remains, with the main debate being 
the precise mechanism by which this is accomplished. 
  
Commercialization can take place in at least two ways: the Government can license-out or sell acquired intellectual property 
rights, or it can commercialize inventions itself. A hybrid approach allows public-private partnerships (e.g., Sematech),31 
public corporations (the U.S. Postal Service), or specially-designated private corporations (Network Solutions, Inc.). The 
distinction is important: “The ways that patented inventions are licensed to transfer technology (that is, exclusively, 
nonexclusively, or perhaps through a lottery) may be as important as encouraging product development as when a specific 
invention . . . is patentable.”32 
  
There is no definitive study as to whether the United States Government is effectively using the nation’s intellectual property, 
though some research suggests that “universities and government agencies achieved royalty rates in licensing-out activities 
comparable or somewhat higher than their commercial counterparts.”33 It *201 appears, then, that Government is an effective 
developer of intellectual property rights. 
  

B. Government as Acquirer of Intellectual Property Rights 

The Government also obtains intellectual property rights from third parties with whom it contracts. Under most 
circumstances, the Government retains residual intellectual property rights in inventions created under government 
contracts.34 It is intuitively appealing to think that the Government should retain patent rights in the inventions it funds. In 
every other industry, if the employer pays someone to develop a product, the employer retains the rights. From the 
perspective of a taxpayer, it seems eminently reasonable that money spent by the taxpayers to develop a technology should 
not go to waste, nor should taxpayers end up paying at the store for technology they helped fund.35 
  
The trend, however, has been away from government ownership of patents and toward a model under which third-party 
contractors retain intellectual property rights in inventions created under government contracts.36 “The Government now 
presumes that ownership of patent rights in government-funded research will vest in any contractor that is a party to the 
funding agreement.”37 The policy favoring private ownership of intellectual property developed in part at Government 
expense “has been consistently hailed as an unqualified success in stimulating the commercial development of discoveries 
emerging from government-sponsored research in universities.”38 Professors Nash and Rawicz observe: 

There has been a recurring policy debate on the rights the Government should acquire in inventions made 
during the performance of its contracts and grants. In broad perspective, these rights can be conceived of 
as two--the right to use the invention in undertaking Government programs and the right to use the 



 

 

invention for commercial purposes. There has never been any serious debate over the first right which 
requires the inventor to give the Government a royalty-free license *202 to use these inventions for its 
own programs. However, there has been a long-standing controversy over whether the Government 
should insist on taking the commercial rights to such inventions for the benefit of the public. If the 
Government acquires full title to the invention, it also obtains the rights to use the invention for 
commercial purposes; while if it acquires only a license to the invention for Governmental use, it leaves 
the commercial rights with the inventor or contractor.39 

  
  
Ownership of contractor-developed intellectual property is an especially sticky problem for the Department of Defense, 
which builds and maintains technologies. Unlike agencies whose mission is to forward science, the Department of Defense 
has a primary purpose (national defense) to fulfill. Within the Department of Defense, the commercialization of the 
technologies associated with this primary mission is merely one way to reduce costs. Thus, the Department of Defense is in 
the relatively unusual position of having long-term needs to use technologies, as opposed to agencies with needs of more 
limited duration. 
  
Add to this long-term need the risk-averse nature of most government procurement professionals and a complex regulatory 
structure, and the result is a desire to obtain as much intellectual property as possible under the applicable laws and 
regulations as opposed to acquiring enough intellectual property to fulfill the mission. 
  
As will be discussed below, the Department of Defense’s “Other Transactions” authority is one mechanism that may resolve 
this tension by both encouraging risk taking and removing the complex regulatory framework for intellectual property. 
  

III. Differing Rationales for the Acquisition of Intellectual Property Rights 

A. Government Acquisition of Intellectual Property Rights 

The Department of Defense’s rationale for obtaining protection for work performed in government laboratories is fairly 
simple. In essence, the Department of Defense uses its intellectual property portfolio to ensure that it can obtain spare parts 
and to protect itself from lawsuits while using a technology. With regard to inventions developed internally, the Department 
of Defense also has a significant technology transfer obligation. In this role, the Department of Defense has “long functioned 
as a national technology-transfer service and in such capacity has heavily contributed to the development of the modern 
chemical and computer industries in America.”40 
  
*203 Since World War II, if the Government did not develop the technology in-house, it relied upon third parties to perform 
the research.41 For this research, the Government usually attempts to purchase sufficient rights in trade secrets, copyrights, 
and patents to ensure that it can give plans for spare parts to third party contractors. This allows it to obtain second sources 
for these parts. These second sources help keep the total ownership costs for older “legacy” systems to a minimum through 
the use of competition and market forces.42 
  
Due to the length of time that the Department of Defense uses technology, the costs of failing to acquire sufficient intellectual 
property rights can be quite high. When the Government does not receive sufficient license rights in trade secrets and 
copyrights, it is unable to acquire “second source” products.43 If the Government negotiates a poor division of intellectual 
property rights, contractors can extract monopoly profits from the Government--to the ultimate detriment of the taxpayer. 
Contractual restrictions are one of the few means by which a contractor can require the Department of Defense to deal with 
the owner of a particular trade secret on a sole source basis.44 This inhibits competition and increases costs. In essence, when 
the Government fails to obtain sufficient rights in trade secrets and copyrights, the Government is forced into a unique 
monopolistic relationship with a supplier. This tactic, often called “cherry picking,” has driven suppliers to become 
increasingly reliant on trade secrets and copyright restrictions to maximize profits on government contracts.45 
  
The Government, however, is fairly comprehensive in its approach to obtaining sufficient rights in trade secrets and 
copyrights for its own purposes. The Federal Acquisition Regulations (hereinafter referred to as “FAR”), the FAR 
supplements, and especially the Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplements (hereinafter referred to as “DFARS”), 
have extensive guidance on the *204 appropriate level of rights needed to support a program.46 However, typically, whatever 



 

 

flexibility is afforded by the guidance is not exercised. This creates a relatively inflexible structure in which the Department 
of Defense acquires more rights than it can possibly use in certain areas, while fewer rights than it needs in others.47 
  
In addition, second-source contractors have become an important constituency group in the government procurement field; 
there has been no shortage of congressional interest in this very subject. Since the late 1950s, there have been major 
congressional reports and two laws passed regarding data rights for the Department of Defense.48 A review of the rapidity of 
alterations to the DFARS, which has changed on average once every two to three years, indicates that there is sufficient 
interest to force periodic reviews of departmental policy on the appropriate use of data acquired from contractors.49 This 
constant review suggests that the Department of Defense’s policy on trade secrets and copyrights is closely tailored to the 
then-existing needs of the Department of Defense and the contractor community. The question remains, for a rapidly 
changing world, what is the present need of the Department of Defense for this intellectual property? Traditional procurement 
devices seem to have failed to attract the new business necessary to sustain the Department of Defense. One of the major 
causes for this failure is the perception that the Department of Defense is inflexible regarding intellectual property.50 
  

1. “Modern” Intellectual Property Clauses 

After a couple of false starts, the “modern” intellectual property rights balance began to emerge in about 1965. Around that 
time, contractors gained the right to retain title to patented inventions first built or conceived of during the performance of a 
government contract. The Government received a simple right to use the *205 invention.51 In addition, where the contractor 
created a protectable trade secret without government aid, the contractor was able to protect that information by the use of 
appropriate labels. The clauses embodying these rights have been adjusted frequently in order to strike an appropriate balance 
between the creator and the enabler. This process has resulted in the system found today in FAR § 27 and DFARS § 227, 
with the provisions codified in 10 U.S.C. §§ 2320-21 and 35 U.S.C. §§ 200-204.52 
  

2. Privatization of Government Intellectual Property: 1980s 

a. Government Contracts Under Bayh-Dole and E.O. 12591 

As a consequence of the shrinking “traditional” government contractor base, the Reagan Administration issued a series of 
laws and regulations aimed at liberalizing intellectual property provisions in government contracts. Under the Bayh-Dole 
Act,53 as expanded by Executive Order 12,591,54 government contractors retained title to inventions developed at government 
expense, while the government acquired a non-exclusive, non-transferable, irrevocable, paid-up license.55 This seems to be a 
reasonable result--except that the Government has the right to repossess inventions that, in its judgment, are not being 
commercialized with sufficient alacrity, under the general auspices of a march-in right: 
  
With respect to any subject invention to which [a private party] has acquired title . . . the Federal agency under whose 
funding agreement the subject invention was made shall have the right . . . to require the contractor, an assignee or exclusive 
licensee of a subject invention to grant a nonexclusive, partially exclusive, or *206 exclusive license in any field of use to a 
responsible applicant or applicants, upon terms that are reasonable under the circumstances, and if the contractor, assignee, or 
exclusive licensee refuses such request, to grant such a license itself, if the Federal agency determines that such -- 
  
(a) action is necessary because the contractor or assignee has not taken, or is not expected to take within a reasonable time, 
effective steps to achieve practical application of the subject invention in such field of use; 
  
(b) action is necessary to alleviate health or safety needs which are not reasonably satisfied by the contractor, assignee, or 
their licensees; 
  
(c) action is necessary to meet requirements for public use specified by Federal regulations and such requirements are not 
reasonably satisfied by the contractor, assignee, or licensees; or 
  
(d) action is necessary because the agreement [to favor American manufacturers per 35 U.S.C. § 204] has not been obtained 
or waived or because a licensee of the exclusive right to use or sell any subject invention in the United States is in breach of 
its agreement obtained pursuant to section 204.56 
  



 

 

“The Government’s march-in right has existed in relative obscurity--never used and largely forgotten--since 1964.”57 Though 
the idea occasionally attracts academic and media attention,58 there have been no recorded uses of the march-in right.59 Such 
rights are unlikely to be exercised because market forces drive private products quickly to public distribution.60 
  
In addition, in order to track ownership rights, the Government requires periodic reporting of both new and existing 
inventions.61 Some commentators have noted that, for companies that rely exclusively on trade secrets, this requirement is 
perceived as risky, since reporting increases the likelihood of a loss of the trade secret right and possibly requires that all 
inventions be patented.62 In addition, these reporting requirements are sporadically enforced, causing large backlogs and 
preventing final payment of contracts until all inventions are accounted for.63 The *207 effect of this cumbersome process is 
difficult to quantify, especially since the actual reporting requirements are imperfectly followed and inadequately 
monitored.64 
  
The Government’s rights can act as a defense for private infringers.65 Moreover, the law provides the Government with a 
paid-up license to any invention conceived or reduced to practice during the term of the government contract66--whether or 
not the resulting patent is directly related to the product the contractor was hired to produce.67 This is in contrast to 
government’s obtaining rights in trade secrets, where the analysis is function, not funding.68 Any patent application must 
contain a notation that the invention was developed with government money and may be subject to government rights.69 In 
addition, Bayh-Dole has dysfunctional notice and election-of-title requirements--if a proper election is not made within eight 
months, the contractor may lose his rights in favor of the government.70 Such requirements (as with government contracting 
more generally) reduce the pool of government contractors, to the detriment of the public. Because government contracting is 
both complex and abstruse, an unknown but probably significant number of technology companies avoid government work 
altogether. “[P]rivate industry finds required government procedures burdensome and time-consuming.”71 
  

b. Cooperative Research and Development Agreements 

In order to overcome certain of these deficiencies, Cooperative Research and Development Agreements (CRADAs) were 
authorized by the Federal Technology Transfer Act of 1986.72 “Generally, a CRADA is an agreement between a federal 
laboratory and another party to conduct specified research and development that is *208 consistent with the mission 
statement of the federal laboratory.”73 They involve government-private sector partnerships under which new commercial 
products are developed in government research facilities. CRADAs “allow for shared costs, shared risks and shared 
expertise,”74 and they are unencumbered by “the restrictions and obligations that are placed on procurement contracts for 
supplies or services, grants, or cooperative agreements.”75 
  
However, CRADA arrangements are clumsy. “The number of patents obtained under CRADAs may be relatively low 
because the government retains intellectual property rights to the discoveries made under CRADAs, thus making such 
arrangements less attractive to industry than arrangements with universities. . . . [I]ndustry has greater incentive to invest in 
university research than to invest in CRADA arrangements with federal laboratories.”76 They may be subject to 
competitive-bidding rules.77 The research program must adhere to rigid federal standards and navigate the federal 
bureaucracy. In addition, the government retains, at a minimum, a non-exclusive, irrevocable, paid-up license to any 
inventions that result from the collaborative research.78 Finally, it is unclear whether a CRADA is an enforceable contract 
under the Tucker Act.79 Potential problems enforcing the agreement may discourage participants. 
  

3. Intellectual Property and “Other Transactions”: 1990s and Beyond 

By the 1990s, events forced the Department of Defense to change its views on intellectual property yet again. The system 
discussed above was adopted over decades and jointly molded by a defense community that no longer exists. At the same 
time, the need for new weapons systems has increased: a modern generation of enemies (like Al Qaeda) requires different 
military responses and the speed of technological innovation has meant that legacy systems become obsolete at an 
increasingly rapid pace. In addition, the Department of Defense in recent years has suffered from a declining budget, and thus 
has financial incentives to outsource as much work as possible.80 This means that there are more outside contractors *209 
performing functions once performed by the government. Thus, while the defense community is growing smaller, the 
Department of Defense has become increasingly reliant on contractors, and the commercial sector in general, to fulfill its 
needs. 
  



 

 

Within the world of defense research and development, these same forces are at work. The need for new weapons systems 
has required more government-sponsored research and development. At the same time, as the number of government 
laboratories is reduced, there are fewer and fewer internal sources to which the Department of Defense can turn for advanced 
weapons systems. It is for this reason that the Department of Defense is increasingly interested in attracting new commercial 
partners, and has recognized that its past practices with regard to intellectual property may not be appropriate for the current 
paradigm.81 
  
Simply put, the federal government can no longer rely on traditional government contractors to perform all of the functions 
that it requires. In order to cope with this new scenario, the Department of Defense has actively recruited new contractors to 
produce its weapons systems--to fill the void left by the vanishing traditional contractors. These new contractors have 
historically worked in the commercial sector, rather than with the Department of Defense; they are reliant on non-government 
(and often foreign) sources to help build their technology; and venture capital has become their method of choice for 
launching new technologies. These new contractors have often refused to deal with the Department of Defense--due, in part, 
to the misperception that the government is intractable in matters of intellectual property.82 In order to address these concerns, 
the Department of Defense has begun making itself commercial-contractor-friendly, and the new contracting environment is 
slowly working to attract a new breed of commercial contractor. This new environment is embodied chiefly in the 
Government’s “Other Transactions” authority. 
  
Created as part of the Federal Acquisition Streamlining Act of 1994,83 “Other Transactions” allow Department of Defense 
agencies (but not other Government buyers) to “enter into transactions (other than contracts, cooperative agreements, and 
grants) . . . to carry out basic, applied, and advanced research projects. The authority under this subsection is in addition to 
the authority . . . to use contracts, cooperative agreements, and grants in carrying out such projects.”84 They are “extremely 
flexible instruments used by the Department of Defense . . . to foster *210 dual-use technology, establish industrial 
capabilities, and strengthen the nation’s technological capabilities to advance the national defense system.”85 Other 
Transactions are not subject to the Federal Acquisition Regulation, the DFARS, or other procurement statutes.86 Under the 
“Other Transactions” clause, the Government is allowed to participate in a battle of the forms, and is therefore able to draft 
any intellectual property clause it finds necessary to fulfill a need. To emphasize this point, the Department of Defense has 
not generated a model Other Transaction Agreement, but instead relies upon its Other Transactions Guide for Prototype 
Projects (January 2001)87 to provide sufficient guidance to obtain the appropriate level of rights. 
  
The Other Transaction authority is patterned after NASA’s Space Act authority.88 Under the Space Act, NASA was allowed 
to enter into “Other Transactions,” so called because they were neither contracts, grants, nor cooperative agreements. In 
1989, Congress extended a similar authority to the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency.89 When this prototyping 
authority proved popular, Congress extended it to all Department of Defense agencies as part of the Federal Acquisition 
Streamlining Act of 1994.90 
  
Other Transactions authority was created to further three specific Department of Defense missions: (1) enhancing American 
military technological superiority, (2) streamlining the acquisition process, and (3) integrating civilian and military 
technology industries.91 As Kuyath explains, 
  
“Other transactions” have the potential for being of tremendous benefit to both the Government and to industry. Because an 
“other transaction” is not a procurement contract, cooperative agreement, or grant, it is not subject to the laws, regulations, 
and other requirements governing such traditional contracting mechanisms. This enormous flexibility allows [the Department 
of Defense] to issue “other transactions” that permit commercial companies to use their commercial practices almost entirely 
in the performance of DoD-funded research and development . . . . The authority enables DoD to enter into R&D agreements 
with commercial companies that refuse or are unable to enter into traditional government *211 cost-reimbursement contracts, 
grants, or cooperative agreements. “Other transactions” offer tremendous potential for reducing DoD’s R&D costs and for 
allowing leading-edge, high-technology companies to participate in DoD-funded R&D programs in situations where they 
otherwise would not do so.92 
  
Others are equally enthusiastic: “DoD’s implementation of its OT authority will determine its success . . . . If DoD’s OT 
authority is implemented properly and used appropriately, it could prove to be one of DoD’s biggest successes for the 
warfighter.”93 
  
An expanded reading of these “Other Transactions” may hold the key to more efficient Government contracting in the 
intellectual property sector. Other Transactions allow the Department of Defense “to leverage both private sector technology 



 

 

and financial investment and to reduce barriers between defense and civilian industrial bases, furthering DoD’s objectives for 
civil/military integration. . . . [F]lexible intellectual property and financial management provisions of research OTs have 
attracted firms that have not traditionally done business with DoD.”94 In essence, Other Transactions allows the Government, 
and more specifically the Department of Defense, to adopt commercial practices that would otherwise not have been easily 
permitted under traditional contracting rules. 
  
Nevertheless, “‘Other Transactions’ remains a largely untapped resource.”95 Expanded use of Other Transactions would 
theoretically attract qualified high-technology contractors to the government contracting market--a result that would benefit 
both the government and the contractors.96 However, it appears that the new procurement device has mainly attracted 
traditional government contractors rather than the intended commercial sector businesses. As noted in testimony before the 
General Accounting Office, Other Transaction agreements are still mainly used by traditional defense contractors.97 
Specifically, of 97 agreements reviewed, 84 had *212 been awarded to traditional defense contractors.98 This resulted despite 
the flexibility afforded with regard to intellectual property under the Other Transaction authority.99 Thus, it appears that the 
main beneficiaries of the government’s new policy remain the traditional defense firms. This is not set in stone, however, and 
given the present commercial environment Other Transactions are a more attractive option for companies seeking new 
sources of support for technology research. 
  

B. Private Acquisition of Patentable Technology 

Private companies seek protection for a simpler reason than those of the government: They are attempting to generate profits 
for shareholders by developing new products. “Industrial R&D today is characterized by increased industry spending and the 
globalization of R&D investments.”100 Intellectual property protections enhance their ability to demand premium rents for 
these products and allows them to recoup up-front development costs.101 Profit is strongly linked with innovation. Thus, 
research and development is a major component of most private sector company budgets, and most industrial contracts assert 
rights in any invention developed on company time using company facilities--even if the invention is only tangentially 
related to the employee’s job function. Such rights can be tremendously lucrative.102 
  
In the private sector, intellectual property rights also act as a barrier to market entry. First, developing patentable technologies 
requires high capital investment, both in facilities and in research and development.103 Second, patent rights, once obtained, 
significantly limit what a company’s competitors can market and sell. (This is especially clear in the case of business method 
patents for internet *213 technologies.)104 Finally, for some products, a patent allows the holder to be the sole-source supplier 
for a given market.105 
  
In turn, the existence of patent rights guarantees monopoly profits, which allows private sector companies to continue their 
high investment in research and development with respect to new technologies. This cycle of monopoly profit and 
reinvestment enables companies to continually advance the state of the art. As a consequence, preserving intellectual property 
rights is absolutely essential. Strong intellectual property rights regimes are associated with wider diffusion of technologies 
and increased investment in the underlying assets.106 
  
Private companies (excepting defense contractors) usually rely on the private sector, not the government, for revenues. 
Individual consumers or other companies are the primary customers; government contracting is typically a sideline in a truly 
commercial firm. Market pressures keep prices low. By contrast, since the government has no competitors, it keeps prices 
low by selecting the low bidder in a competitive process107--a procedure that can impact the quality of the result the 
government receives. “Industry participants cited flexible management practices, including those of both the government 
program managers and consortium steering committees, as the key element of making an OT project effective.”108 For the 
government to entice private companies into the government contracting sector, it must act more like a private entity itself. 
“As in the commercial world, the buyer-seller relationship in the world of defense must be neither adversarial nor 
conspiratorial; rather, it must be an honest business relationship, with joint interests, in which the buyer gets a good product 
at a fair cost and the seller makes a decent profit.”109 
  

IV. Different Public- and Private-Sector Uses for Patented Technology 

The government, and especially the Department of Defense, also puts technology to different uses than the private sector. 
The government is not primarily interested in selling products to consumers. For some agencies, such as the Department of 



 

 

Energy and the National Institutes of Health, the government is interested in developing new technologies to be used by the 
private sector. In this *214 sense, the government acts as a facilitator, and uses its intellectual property accordingly.110 
  
The Department of Defense also needs to ensure that it can continue to use and maintain the product.111 Thus, the government 
needs, at a minimum, the right to use the invention and enough associated technical information that it can maintain, repair 
and upgrade it. Everything is driven by use, not marketability; in an important sense, the Department of Defense is a 
consumer of intellectual property, rather than a producer.112 Even those items it develops in-house or under contract are 
intended for government use, not commercialization to third parties.113 Thus, while commercialization is the driving rationale 
for private sector IP, it is essentially an afterthought for government IP. 
  
One implication of this difference is that (excepting questions of security) the government should technically be satisfied 
with pure contractual arrangements. There is no obvious need for the government to own the intellectual property involved, 
and private sector maintenance of the invention is likely to be cheaper than training and employing government workers to 
use and maintain privately-developed technology. There is a significant opportunity to develop a closer symbiotic 
relationship between government as an IP consumer and industry as a high-tech producer. However, in order to take 
advantage of such an opportunity, both sides need to appreciate the specific needs of the other. 
  
Another implication of this distinction is that private companies value the uses of technology differently. A private-sector IP 
right-holder should technically be willing to license for royalties, etc., depending on the marketability of the product. Royalty 
mechanisms allow the various entities involved in the development and marketing of intellectual property to control the level 
of risk they are willing to bear--a flexibility unavailable in government work. 
  
As noted, intellectual property also creates barriers to market entry, and thus helps private companies maintain position or 
gain ground in inter-firm competition. Since intellectual property requires a major up-front research investment in both time 
and money, IP rights can be a powerful tool in market maintenance--even if they are not commercialized, but rather used as a 
deterrent. This use of intellectual property as a barrier is in apparent conflict with the “march-in” rights the Government 
enjoys under Bayh-Dole. 
  
*215 Private-sector competition is based primarily on the superiority of products or brands. Though cost is always a factor, in 
the authors’ experience most high-grade commercial technology consumers place higher emphasis on quality than on price. 
Intellectual property allows right-holders to monopolize the market for a given invention, and restricts the ability of a 
competitor to develop an analogous product. The Department of Defense, by contrast, is not concerned with competition in 
this sense: as a monopsonist (monopoly buyer), it has the luxury of purchasing on the basis of price. 
  
The final distinction is that the Government enjoys special privileges regarding patent infringement. Government 
infringement of private patent rights are characterized as an “unauthorized use” for which the inventor is only entitled to 
“reasonable and entire compensation”: 
  
Whenever an invention described in and covered by a patent of the United States is used or manufactured by or for the United 
States without license of the owner thereof or lawful right to use or manufacture the same, the owner’s remedy shall be by 
action against the United States in the United States Court of Federal Claims for the recovery of his reasonable and entire 
compensation for such use and manufacture.114 
  
No injunctive relief is available.115 Thus, the government in effect has a statutory right to a royalty-bearing license to any 
patent.116 This, alone, militates strongly against government ownership of patent rights in commercial devices: If the 
government has carte blanche authority to practice any patent, it has no real need to own contractor-developed patents-- 
except to generate additional revenues.117 
  

V. Conclusion 

There are significant differences in the ways that government, especially the Department of Defense, and the private sector 
acquire and use intellectual property. At the same time, because the “traditional” Department of Defense contractor sector is 
shrinking, the Department of Defense is increasingly required to bargain with private industry on private industry’s terms. 
Unless steps are taken to increase the flexibility of current procurement practices, this is a trend that bodes ill for American 
military readiness. It also condemns the Department of Defense’s civilian *216 and military infrastructure to mediocrity and 



 

 

inefficiency since the best and most able companies will not be providing this infrastructure. As technology develops, the 
Department of Defense is being left behind. “The defense industry’s tremendous consolidation over the past decade has left 
DoD with fewer contractors competing for DoD programs. Numerous reports, studies, and testimonies recognize that DoD’s 
unique contracting requirements and procedures, not access to technology, prevent civil/military integration from occurring 
and often recommend the use of industry’s best commercial practices.”118 
  
When the government funds basic research, there is--and should be--no debate about who owns the rights. “No scholarship, 
fellowship, training grant, or other funding agreement made by a federal agency primarily to an awardee for educational 
purposes will contain any provision giving the federal agency any rights to inventions made by the awardee.”119 Similar 
flexibility must be shown with the private sector. In an economy increasingly driven by technology, the government’s 
regulatory hurdles drive new companies away from the government market. The Department of Defense can reverse this 
trend, however, if contracting officials will begin to use the tools available to them to minimize the disincentives felt by the 
private sector. 
  
The private sector needs the government, too. In an unstable market, technology companies need a stable partner to develop 
the next generation of commercial technology. As also occurred after World War II, these commercial companies are in a 
position to best take advantage of the Department of Defense’s new outlook on procuring intellectual property. Formerly 
rigid requirements pertaining to the reporting of inventions and even march-in rights now can be tailored to the needs of the 
parties. To take advantage of this opportunity, however, the commercial companies will have to revisit perceived obstacles, 
like the unreasoning fear of government march-in rights. Further, commercial companies will have to treat government as 
they would any commercial partner--which necessarily includes accounting for the partner’s legitimate needs in intellectual 
property. Using these principles, commercial companies can obtain steady support for developing the technology of 
tomorrow without risking their commercial advantage. 
  
Other Transactions, if expanded to their logical limits, may be just the mechanism to break down the real and perceived 
barriers between commercial companies and the Department of Defense. This new contractor paradigm would be tailored to 
meet the rapidly-changing technology marketplace while allowing the *217 Department of Defense to obtain the support it 
needs to fulfill present and future missions with minimal economic waste. 
  

Appendix: Joint Research and March-In Rights in the European Union 

The European Union’s rules concerning jointly-developed intellectual property provide an interesting counterpoint to the 
U.S. system discussed in this paper. In the EU, joint public-private research and development ventures and contracts are 
governed by Council Decision of 22 December 1998120 and its implementing Commission Regulation.121 Under these rules, 
intellectual property ownership in cooperative research is determined by tracing funding sources. The key inquiry seems to be 
“in principle, the level of Community financial participation.”122 Thus, “knowledge” (which is defined as the results of any 
research and technological development activities123) is owned by the funder, pursuant to the following rules: 
  
“Knowledge” developed solely by the E.U. Joint Research Centre “shall be the property of the community.”124 
  
According to the Council Decision, “knowledge” developed solely using E.U. funds “shall, as a general rule, be the property 
of the Community.”125 The Regulation is more definitive: “Knowledge gained from projects, all the costs of which are borne 
by the Community, shall be the property of the Community.”126 
  
“Knowledge” resulting from cooperative research is the property of the involved private enterprises.127 As a default rule, this 
knowledge is the joint property of the participants,128 who must “agree among themselves on the allocation and the terms of 
exercising the ownership of the knowledge.”129 
  
“Knowledge” resulting from private funds is the property of the parties funding the research (which can, in some 
circumstances, include the E.U.).130 
  
*218 “Knowledge” owners must provide “adequate and effective protection” for their intellectual property.131 Article 19 of 
the Decision guarantees that “[p]articular account shall be taken of the need to safeguard intellectual and industrial property 
rights,”132 and “the legitimate interests of the contractors, including commercial interests.”133 Additionally, the Decision’s 
preamble states that “the rules for the dissemination of research results must guarantee the protection of rights linked to 



 

 

obtaining and using knowledge,”134 “ownership of the knowledge resulting from indirect RTD [research and technology 
development] is normally determined in accordance with the level of Community financial participation,”135 and “agreements 
concerning exclusive rights may be necessary to facilitate exploitation of the knowledge.”136 
  
Regardless of ownership, the European Union retains rights in ideas developed in the course of joint research. The Regulation 
even permits the Commission to obtain foreign patent rights that the private participant has chosen not to pursue, albeit with 
the participant’s consent. “Where the Commission considers it necessary to protect knowledge in a particular country and 
such protection has not been applied for or has been waived, the Commission may, with the agreement of the participant 
concerned, take protective measures . . . . The participant may not refuse without good reason.137 
  
By statute, the Community’s goals in engaging in joint research are strengthening Community industry’s international 
competitiveness, maintaining and creating jobs, promoting sustainable development, improving the quality of life in the 
Community, supporting the needs of other Community policies, and promoting international scientific and technical 
cooperation agreements.138 The Council Decision contains several provisions guaranteeing that these interests are served with 
respect to patents derived from joint research. “Any subsequent transfer of such intellectual property rights to a third party is 
for the contractors to decide subject to imposing a contractual responsibility to respect those obligations on them concerning 
their dissemination and use and, in particular, the interests of the Community.”139 Similarly, knowledge “capable of industrial 
or commercial application shall be protected in an appropriate manner and for an appropriate period of time, with particular 
regard to the interests of the Community and of the *219 contractors.”140 The Regulation requires joint research participants to 
“use or cause to be used the knowledge . . . which they own, in accordance with the interests of the Community.”141 
  
Exclusive licensing is permitted under this arrangement; the Regulation states that “in order to ensure the use of knowledge, 
it should be possible for exclusive access rights to be granted for exploitation purposes.”142 Still, the role of the Community is 
probably a cause of concern for private-sector participants in joint research. Under the Council Decision, the Community 
seems to take an active role in determining whether “knowledge” is being used appropriately. “The Community and the 
contractors shall use, or ensure that effective use is made of, any knowledge suitable for use in their possession, in 
conformity with the interests of the Community.”143 
  
Under Article 17 of the Council Decision, the Commission can order dissemination of protectable information--possibly 
extinguishing any intellectual property protections that might otherwise have been available for the invention. If contractors 
do not satisfy the Community’s interests, “after a specified period of time, [the knowledge] must be disseminated by the 
contractors or, where appropriate, by the Commission.”144 The Regulation holds that “[i]f the knowledge is not used in 
accordance with paragraph 1, second subparagraph . . . the Community shall disseminate the knowledge itself.”145 Thus, the 
European Commission has a power similar to, and perhaps even broader than, the U.S. Government’s march-in rights. 
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